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Abstract

The target space of a (4,0) supersymmetric two-dimensional sigma model with Wess-Zumino

term has a connection with totally skew-symmetric torsion and holonomy contained in Sp(n)Sp(l)

(resp. Sp(n)), QKT (resp. HKT)-spaces. We study the geometry of QKT, HKT manifold and

their twistor spaces. We show that the Swann bundle of a QKT manifold admits a HKT struc-

ture with special symmetry if and only if the twistor space of the QKT manifold admits an

almost hermitian structure with totally skew-symmetric Nijenhuis tensor, thus connecting two

structures arising from quantum field theories and supersymmetric sigma models with Wess-

Zumino term. We discovered that a HKT manifold has always ccnclosed Lee form. Applying

this property to compact HKT manifold we get information about the plurigenera.
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1 Introduction and statement of the results

An almost hyper complex structure on a 4n-dimensional manifold M is a triple H = (Ja), a =

1,2,3, of almost complex structures Ja • TM —v TM satisfying the quaternionic identities

J% = —id and J\ J2 = —J%J\ = Jz- When each Ja is a complex structure, H is said to be a

hyper complex structure on M.

An almost quaternionic structure on M is a rank-3 subbundle Q C End(TM) which is locally

spanned by almost hypercomplex structure H = (Ja); such a locally defined triple H will be

called an admissible basis of Q. A linear connection V on TM is called quaternionic connection

if V preserves Q, i.e. Vxcr G T(Q) for all vector fields X and smooth sections a E T(Q). An

almost quaternionic structure is said to be quaternionic if there is a torsion-free quaternionic

connection. A Q-hermitian metric is a Riemannian metric which is Hermitian with respect to

each almost complex structure in Q. An almost quaternionic (resp. quaternionic) manifold with

Q-hermitian metric is called an almost quaternionic Hermitian (resp. quaternionic hermitian)

manifold

For n = 1 an almost quaternionic structure is the same as an oriented conformal structure and

it turns out to be always quaternionic. When n > 2, the existence of torsion-free quaternionic

connection is a strong condition which is equivalent to the 1-integrability of the associated

GL(n,H)Sp(l) structure [9, 32, 41]. If the Levi-Civita connection of a quaternionic hermitian

manifold (M,g,Q) is a quaternionic connection then (M,g,Q) is called Quaternionic Kahler

(briefly QK). This condition is equivalent to the statement that the holonomy group of g is

contained in Sp(n)Sp(l) [1, 2, 38, 39, 25]. If on a QK manifold there exist an admissible basis

(H) such that each almost complex structure (Ja) G (H),a = 1,2,3 is parallel with respect to

the Levi-Civita connection then the manifold is called hyperKahler (briefly HK). In this case

the holonomy group of g is contained in Sp(n).

The notions of various quaternionic manifolds arise in a natural way from the theory of

supersymmetric sigma models as well as in string theory. The geometry of the target space of

two-dimensional sigma models with extended supersymmetry is described by the properties of a

metric connection with torsion [16, 22]. The geometry of (4,0) supersymmetric two-dimensional

sigma models without Wess-Zumino term (torsion) is a hyperKahler manifold. In the presence of

torsion the geometry of the target space becomes hyperKahler with torsion (briefly HKT) [23].

This means that the complex structures Ja,cn = 1,2,3, are parallel with respect to a metric

quaternionic connection with totally skew-symmetric torsion [23]. Local (4,0) supersymmetry

requires that the target space of two dimensional sigma models with Wess-Zumino term be either

HKT or quaternionic Kahler with torsion (briefly QKT) [31] which means that the quaternionic

subbundle is parallel with respect to a metric linear connection with totally skew-symmetric

torsion and the torsion 3-form is of type (1,2)+(2,1) with respect to all almost complex structures

in Q. The target space of two-dimensional (4,0) supersymmetric sigma models with torsion



coupled to (4,0) supergravity is a QKT manifold [24].

HKT spaces with symmetry (homothety) arise in quantum field theories. The geometry

coming from the Michelson and Strominger's study of N — 41? supersymmetric quantum me-

chanics with superconformal D(2,1, cc)-symmetry is a HKT geometry with a special homothety

[30]. These special HKT spaces are studied recently in [36, 37]. It is shown in [37] that the

special homothety generate an infinitesimal action of the non-zero quaternions and the quotient

space carries a QKT structure which is of instanton type, ie there exists a certain torsion-free

quaternionic connection which induces on the real canonical bundle kR = A4nT*M a connection

with curvature of type (1,1) with respect to each Ja. Conversely, for a QKT of instanton type

it is constructed in [37] a HKT structure with special homothety on the corresponding Swann

bundle (a bundle constructed by A. Swann for QK manifold [44]) provided some nondegeneratity

(positivity) conditions are fulfilled.

HKT manifolds are also attractive in string theory. The number of preserving supersym-

metries in 10-dimensional string theory depends essentially on the number of parallel spinors

with respect to a connection with totally skew-symmetric torsion. This imposes restrictions on

the holonomy group ie the spinor representation of the holonomy group should have a fixed

non-trivial spinor. HKT geometry is one of the possible models since the holonomy group of

the HKT-connection is a subgroup of Sp(n) (see [43, 28, 14, 27, 15] for more precise discussion

concerning parallel spinors and holonomy of connection with torsion).

The properties of HKT and QKT geometries resemble those of HK and QK ones, respectively.

In particular, HKT [23, 19] and QKT [24] manifolds admit twistor constructions with twistor

spaces which have similar properties to those of HK [21] and QK [38, 39, 40] assuming some

conditions on the torsion [23, 24, 37]. It is shown in [24] that the twistor space of a QKT

manifold is always complex manifold provided the dimension is at least 8. Most of the known

examples of QKT manifolds are homogeneous constructed in [33] but there are a large class

QKT spaces obtained by conformal transformations of QK or HK manifolds [26].

The main object of interest in this article is the differential geometric properties of QKT

and HKT manifolds together with their twistor spaces. We find relations between Riemannian

scalar curvatures of a QKT space which allows us to express sufficient conditions for a compact 8-

dimensional QKT manifold to be QK in terms of its Riemannian scalar curvatures (Theorem 3.7).

We consider two almost complex structures Ji,/2 on the twistor space Z over a QKT mani-

fold. These structures are originally constructed in [6] and [13] in the QK case, respectively; for

QKT I\ is investigated in [24] where it is shown that I\ is integrable.

We define Riemannian metrics hc on Z depending on a constant c thus obtaining almost

hermitian structures on Z. Investigating the corresponding almost hermitian geometry we prove

that I2 is never integrable and the Swann bundle of a QKT manifold admits a HKT structure

with special symmetry if and only if (Z,hc,l2) is a G\ manifold according to Gray-Hervella

classification [20] (Theorem 5.2). The class of G\ manifolds can be viewed as a direct sum



of Hermitian and Nearly Kahler manifolds and are characterized by the Nijenhuis tensor to

be a 3-form. These manifolds are in particular interest in physics since they arise as a target

spaces of (2,0)-and (2,2)- supersymmetric sigma models [34]. The physic's data require also the

existence of a linear connection V preserving the almost hermitian structure (g, J) and having

totally skew-symmetric torsion. The (?i-manifolds are precisely the object of interest since this

is the largest class where such a connection exists [14]. Using the integrability of I\ we present

new relations between the Ricci forms (Theorem 5.1), the 2-forms which determine the Sp(l)

component of the curvature of the QKT connection.

Our central statement for HKT manifolds is Theorem 6.2 which states that the Lee form

is co-closed. This is related with the Gauduchon metric on a compact hermitian manifold

stating that on any conformal class there exists a unique metric with co-closed Lee form [17].

As a consequence, we get precise information for the plurigenera of compact HKT manifolds

(Theorem 6.4).

2 QKT manifolds

Let H be the quaternions and identify H n = R4 n . Let H acts on the right. This defines an

antihomomorphism A : {unit quaternions} —> SO (An), where SO (An) acts on the left. Denote

the image by Sp(l) and let IQ = A(«), JQ = X(j),Ko = X(k). The Lie algebra of Sp(l) is

sp(l) = span{Io,Jo,Ko}. Define Sp(n) = {A e S0(4n) : AB = BA for all B e Sp(l)}. The

Lie algebra of Sp(n) is sp(n) = {A € so(An) : AB = BA for all B € sp(l)}. Let Sp(n)Sp(l)

be the product of the two groups in SO(4n). Abstractly, Sp(n)Sp(l) = Sp(n) x Sp(l)/7i2- The

Lie algebra of the group Sp(n)Sp(l) is isomorphic to sp(n) © sp(l).

Let (M,g, (Ja) € Q,a = 1,2,3) be a 4n-dimensional almost quaternionic manifold with Q-

hermitian Riemannian metric g and an admissible basis (Ja). The Kahler form <&a of each Ja

is defined by #Q = g(., Ja.). Let V be a quaternionic connection i.e.

(2.1) VJa = -up ® J7 + w7 <g> Jp,

where the wa, a = 1,2,3 are 1-forms.

Here and henceforth (a,/?,7) is a cyclic permutation of (1,2,3).

Let T(X, Y) = VXY - VYX - [X, Y] be the torsion tensor of type (1,2) of V. We denote by

the same letter the torsion tensor of type (0,3) given by T(X, Y, Z) = g(T(X, Y), Z). An almost

quaternionic manifold (M, (Ha) £ Q) is QKT manifold if it admits a hermitian quaternionic

structure (g, Q) and a metric quaternionic connection V with totally skew symmetric torsion

which is (l,2)+(2,l)-form with respect to each Ja,a = 1,2,3 (QKT-connection) ie

(2.2) T(X, Y, Z) = T(JaX, JQY, Z) + T(JaX, Y, JaZ) + T(X, JaY, JaZ).

It follows that the holonomy group of any QKT-connection is a subgroup of Sp(n)Sp(l) ie the



bundle SO(M) of oriented orthonormal frames on a QKT manifold can be reduced to a principal

Sp(n)Sp(l)-bundle P(M) and the QKT- connection 1-form on P(M) is sp(n) © sp(l)-valued.

Every QKT manifold is a quaternionic manifold [26]. Poon and Swann constructed explicitly

a quaternionic torsion-free connection V9 on a QKT in [37]. We use their definition of instanton

type QKT which requires the curvature of V9 on the real canonical bundle to be of type (1,1)

with respect to each Ja. Conversely, any quaternionic manifold locally admits a QKT structure

[37]. However, not any quaternionic hermitian structure on a quaternionic manifold is a QKT

structure but if a QKT structure exists then it is unique and the torsion 3-form is computed

in terms of connection 1-forms wa and the exterior derivative of the Kahler forms [26]. One

consequence is that a QKT structure persists under conformal transformations of the metric

[26]. For HKT, the local existence of HKT structure on any hypercomplex manifold is proved in

[19]. The uniqueness of a given HKT structure is a consequence of the general results in [18] (see

also [19]) which imply that on a hermitian manifold there exists a unique linear connection with

totally skew-symmetric torsion preserving the metric and the complex structure, the Bismut

connection. This connection was used by Bismut [8] to prove a local index theorem for the

Dolbeault operator on non-Kahler manifold. The geometry of this connection is referred to KT-

geometry by physicists. Obstructions to the existence of (non-trivial) Dolbeault cohomology

groups on a compact KT-manifold are presented in [5, 28].

Ivanov [26] introduced the torsion 1-form on a QKT manifold by the equality

•t in

(2.3) t(X) = -J2T(J^,ei,Jaei),

where {e^}, i = 1,..., 4n is an orthonormal basis, and showed that it is independent on Ja. It turns

out that a QKT structure is of instanton type if and only if the exterior differential of the torsion

1-form dt is of type (1,1) with respect to each Ja [37]. We shall call a QKT manifold with zero

torsion 1-form balance QKT manifold. The first examples of (compact) balance HKT manifold

axe constructed by Dotti and Fino [12]. On a compact QKT manifold there always exists in the

same conformal class a metric with coclosed torsion 1-form, the Gauduchon metric [26].

3 Curvature of QKT manifold

Let R = [V, V] — V[j be the curvature tensor of type (1,3) of V. We denote the curvature tensor

of type (0,4) R{X, Y, Z, V) = g(R(X, Y)Z,V) by the same letter. There are three Ricci forms and

six scalar functions given by pa(X, Y) = \ YL%X R(x> Y-> ei-> Ja^i), Scala,p = - YA=\ Pa(ei, Jpefi.

The Ricci forms satisfy n[R(X,Y), Ja] = py(X,Y)Jp — pp(X,Y)J^. The Ricci tensor Ric, the

scalar curvatures Seal and Scala of V are defined by Ric(X, Y) = YA=I R(eu X, Y, a). Seal =

X)f=i^c(ej,ej),5ca/a = - Ei=i R^i, Jaei). We shall denote by R<>,Rid>,p&, etc. the cor-

responding object of the metric g ie the same objects taken with respect to the Levi-Civita

connection V9. We may consider (g, Ja) as an almost hermitian structure. Then the tensor



p*(-X", y ) = p^(X,JaY) is known as the *-Ricci tensor of the almost hermitian structure. It is

equal to p*a(X,Y) = -Y%L\R9{e-i,X, JaY, Jaei) by the Bianchi identity. The function Scalg

is known also as the *-scalar curvature. If the *-Ricci tensor is a scalar multiple of the metric

then the manifold is said to be *-Einstein. In general, the *-Ricci tensor is not symmetric and

the *-Einstein condition is a strong condition. We shall see in the last section that the *-Ricci

tensors of HKT manifold are equal and always symmetric.

A QKT structure is of instanton type if and only if each Ricci form pa is of type (1,1) with

respect to Ja according to [37].

We show in this section that the scalar functions are not independent and define a new scalar

invariant, the 'quaternionic *-scalar curvature' on a QKT space. We begin with

Proposition 3.1 Let (M,g,(Ja) G Q) be a 4n-dimensional QKT manifold. Then the following

identities hold
An

(3.4) Y,^xT){JaY, eh Jaei) = 2(Vxi)Y;

An A An

(3.5) 53 dT{ej, JaCj.ei,&*) = -86t + 8\\t\\2 - -\\T\\2, £ dTie^J^^J^i) = 0.
y=i ij-i

Proof. The formula (3.4) follows from (2.1) and the definition (2.3) of the torsion 1-form by

straightforward calculations. To prove (3.5) we need the following algebraic

Lemma 3.2 For a three form T of type (1,2)+(2,1) with respect to each Ja the next equalities

hold
4ra 4n -.

£ g(T(ei,ej),T(JJei,J0ej))=O, £ ^ T ^ e ^ l V ^ , Ĵ e,-)) = -||T||2

Proof of the Lemma. Put A = YAj=i9(T{ei,ej),T{J7ei, Jpej)). Use (2.2) three times to get
4n

A = J2 T(ei,ej,efc)(T(J7ei,J7ei,JaeA;)-T(J19ei, Jpej,Jaek)
i,j,k=l

An

A = ^2 T(ei,ej,ek)(-T(Jaeitej,ek)+T(Jaei,JpejtJpek)
An

A =

Summing up, we derive 3A = 0. The proof of the second equality in (3.5) is similar and we omit

it.

We need also the expression of dT in terms of V (see e.g. [26, 28, 14]),

(3.6) dT(X,Y,Z,U) = XyZ{(VxT)(Y,Z,U)+g(T(X,Y),T(Z,U)}

- (VuT)(X,Y,Z) ^



where XYZ denote the cyclic sum of X, Y, Z. Taking the suitable trace in (3.6) and applying

Lemma 3.2, we obtain the first equality in (3.5). We get from(3.6) using (3.4) and Lemma 3.2

that £8=i dT(ej, Jpej, eh J^) = -4 £ g = 1 g(T{eh ej),T{J^, Jpej)) = 0. Q.E.D.

Proposition 3.3 On a 4n-dimensional (n > 1) QKT-manifold we have the equalities:

(3.7) ScalajCt = Scalptp — Scal7t7i Scala>p = 0, Scala = ~(dt,$a)

Proof. Applying (3.4) consequently to (3.45), (3.33) in [26], we obtain

(3.8) 2(W "" V {Pa(X, JaY) - P0(X, J0Y)} = f" {dTfe, Jaei, X, JaY) - dT(eh J0eh X, J0Y)};
j = i

(3.9) (n - l)Pa(X, JaY) = -^t-JlRic(X, Y)
n + z

Ric(X, Y) + f(V
n + z n + 2

An

, JaY, eh Jaei) - dT(X, JpY, eh Jpa) - dT(X,Qyn -t- L) i = 1

Take the suitable trace in (3.8), and use (3.5) to get Scalat<x = Scalptp, Scalatp = 0. The

last equality in (3.7) is a direct consequence of (3.4), Scala>p = 0 and (3.9). Q.E.D.

Definition. The common trace of the Ricci forms on a 4n-QKT manifold (n > 1) we call

quaternionic scalar curvature of the QKT connection and denote it by ScalQ, ScalQ = Scala^a.

Proposition 3.4 On a 4n-dimensional (n > 1) QKT manifold we have

2 - ~\\T\\2 S l 9 S l \(3.10) Scali = Scal9
0 = Seal' = ScalQ -St + \\t\\2 - ~\\T\\2, Scal9

a0 = Scal^ = \{dt,$7).

Proof. We follow [26, 28]. The curvature R9 of the Levi-Civita connection is connected with R

by

B?{X,Y,Z,U) = R(X,Y,Z,U)-±(VXT)Y,Z,U) + ±(VYT)X,Z,U)

(3.11) - ±g(T(X,Y),T(Z,U)) -±g(T(Y,Z),T(X,U)) - ±g(T(Z,X),T(Y,U)).

Taking the traces in (3.11) and using (2.3) we obtain

(3.12) (%(X,JaY) = Pa(X,JaY) -l(Vxt)Y - \

+ t{JT{XJY)) ++

Take the suitable traces in (3.12) and apply Lemma 3.2 and Proposition 3.3 to give (3.10).

Q.E.D.

Definition. The common trace of the Riemannian Ricci forms on a 4n-dimensional (n > 1)

QKT manifold we call quaternionic *-scalar curvature and denote it by Scaln,Scaln = Scal^.



Proposition 3.5 On a 4n-dimensional (n > 1) QKT manifold (M, g, Q) the scalar curvatures

are related by

Q~nl9 Qr-nl^. QJT+ _l_ 011-^11^
n 12

Scal9
Q = ScalQ-6t+\\t\\2-^\\T\\2,

Seal =

Proof. We derive from (3.11) that

1 1 2 "

5T(XY) +(3.13) JBc'pir.r) = - ._ , . . , - , .
^

Take the trace in (3.9) and use Lemma 3.2 to get the first equality of the proposition.. The

second equality is already proved in Proposition 3.10. The last one is a consequence of (3.13)

and the already proved first equality in the proposition. Q.E.D.

As a consequence of the above result, we get

Theorem 3.6 Let (M,g, Q) be a compact 4n-dimensional (n > 1) QKT manifold. Then

2
(3.14) / (Seal9 - Scal9

Q ScalQ) dV > 0.

The equality in (3.14) is attained if and only if the QKT structure

(3.15) f {Seal9 - 2Scal9
Q - ^-~ScalQ) dV > 0.

The equality in (3.14) is attained if and only if the QKT structure is balance.

2-n
Seal11 - 'IScaVa -

IM'

The equality in (3.15) is attained if and only if the QKT structure is quaternionic Kahler.

Proof. Proposition 3.5 implies Seal9 - Scal9
Q - ^SCOIQ - -25t + 2\\t\\2,

(3.16) Seal9 - 2Scal9
Q - ^^ScalQ = -St + ^

Integrating the last two equalities over M we get the proof. Q.E.D.

Remark 1. By the conditions of Theorem 3.6 if moreover g is the Gauduchon metric then

(3.14) and (3.15) are true without integration over M and the same conclusions are valid.

Applying Theorem 3.6 to an 8-dimensional QKT manifold, put n = 2 in (3.16), we get the

main result of this section

Theorem 3.7 Let (M,g, Q) be an 8-dimensional compact connected QKT manifold. Then

a) (M, <7, Q) is a quaternionic Kdhler manifold if and only if

f {Seal9 - 2Scal9
Q) dV = 0.

b) (M, g, Q) is a hyperKdhler manifold if and only if the Riemannian scalar curvature and

the quaternionic *-scalar curvature both vanish.

In particular, any compact 8-dimensional QKT manifold with flat metric is flat hyperKdhler

and therefore covered by a hyperKdhler torus.
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We finish this section with the following

Theorem 3.8 A 4n-dimensional QKT manifold is of instanton type if and only if each *-Ricci

tensor is symmetric.

Proof. First, we observe that on a QKT manifold (M,g, Q) the (2,0)+(0,2)-parts of pg,pa,dt
with respect to Ja are related by the equality

(3.17) p9
a(X, JaY) + p3

a(JaX, Y) = Pa(X, JaY) + Pa(JaX, Y)-^ (dt(X, Y) - dt(JaX, JaY)).

Indeed, put B{X,Y) = T,t^i9(T(X,ei),T(JaY,Jaei)). The tensor B is symmetric since the

(l,2)+(2,l)-type property of T leads to the expression

2B(X, Y) = ES=l ( T (*> eh ej),T(Y, eh e5) - T(X, eh ej),T(Y, Jaeh Jaej)) which is clearly sym-

metric. Then the skew-symmetric part of (3.12) gives (3.17), where we used (2.2) and the equal-

ity dvt(X,Y) := (Vxt)Y - (VYt)X = dt(X,Y) - t(T(X,Y)). Computations in [37] show the

identity pa(X, JaY) + pa(JaX, Y) = - f (dt(X, Y) - dt{JaX, JaY)). Consequently, (3.17) gives

pl(X, JaY) + pg(JaX,Y) = - 2 ± ! (dt(X,Y) - dt(JaX,JaY)). Hence, M is of instanton type

if and only if pg, is of type (1,1) with respect to Ja. The latter property is equivalent to the

condition that the corresponding *-Ricci tensor p^ is symmetric. Q.E.D.

4 Twistor space of QKT manifolds

Keeping in mind the presence of torsion, the setup below is similar to that of [42, 10] and very

closed to that of [4].

Let (M,g) be a 4n-dimensional QKT manifold and -K : P(M) —> M be the natural pro-

jection. For each u € P(M) we consider the linear isomorphism j(u) on T^U)M defined by

j(u) = UJQVT1. It is easy to see that j(u)2 = —id and g(j(u)X,j(u)Y) = g(X,Y) for all

X, Y € TV(U)M, i.e. j(u) is an orthogonal complex structure at 7r(t/). For each point p € M

we define ZP(M) = {j(u) : u 6 P(M),TT(U) = p}. In other words, Zp(M) is the space of all

orthogonal complex structures in the tangent space TpM which are compatible with the QKT

structure.

We put Z = \JpeMZp(M). Let H = Sp(n)Sp(l) C\U(2n). There is a bijective correspon-

dence between the symmetric space Sp(n)Sp(l)/H = Sp(l)/U(l) = C P 1 = S2 and ZP(M)

for every p G M. So we can consider Z as the; associated fibre bundle of P(M) with standard

fibre Sp(n)Sp(l)/H = CP 1 . Hence, P(M) is a principal fibre bundle over Z with structure

group H and projection j . If TTI : Z —> M is the projection, we have that TTI O j = TT. We

consider the symmetric space Sp(n)Sp(l)/H. We have the following Cartan decomposition

sp(ri)®sp{\) = h@m, where h = {A e sp(n)®sp(l) : AJQ = JQA} — (sp(n) ©sp(l)) flu(2n) is

the Lie algebra of if and rri = {A € sp{n)(Bsp{l) : A Jo = —Jo A}. It is clear that m is generated

by Jo and Ko, i.e. m = span{Io,Ko}. Hence, if A e m then JQA € m. Let (,) be the inner

product in gl(4n,R) defined by (A,B) = traceiAB1) = £f=i < AehBei > ioiA,B € gl(4n,R),



where <,> is the canonical inner product in R4n. It is clear that sp(n)±sp(l) and IQ,JO,KO

form an orthogonal basis of sp(l) with (Io,Io) = (Jo, Jo) = (KO,KQ) = 4ra. Hence, h±.m.

Let u G P(M) and Qu is the horizontal subspace of the tangent space TUP(M) induced

by the QKT- connection on M ([29] ). The vertical space is /i* © m*, where /i* = {A^ : A G

/i},m* = {Al : A e m}. Hence, TUP(M) = /i* © m* © Qu. For each u G P{M) we put

^j(u) = J*u(Kt © m*),flj(u) = j*uQu- Thus we obtain the vertical and horizontal distributions

V and .ff on Z. Since P(M) is a principal fibre bundle over Z with structure group H we have

Kerj*u = hi. HenceV^u) = j*um*u and j*u\m»u®Qu :m*u®Qu —> T^U)Z is an isomorphism. We

define almost complex structures I\ and I2 on Z by

(4.18) JxUuA* = j w ( Jo^)*,

IiJ*uB(O = jwB(JoO, « = 1,2,

for M G P(M),>1 € m,^ G R4 n . For twistor bundles of 4-manifolds the almost complex structure

I\ is introduced in [6] and the almost complex structure I2 is introduced in [13] by use of the

horizontal spaces of the Levi-Civita connection. The almost complex structure I\ for QK, HKT

and QKT manifolds was constructed in [38, 23, 24], respectively, where it is proved that it is

actually integrable. For every c > 0 a Riemannian metric hc on Z is defined by

(4.19) hc{j*uA\j*uB*) = (?{A,B), hc(j*uA*J*uB(O) = 0

hc{j*uB(O,j*uB(r})) =< £,77 >,

for u G P(M), A,Bem,£,Tie R4 n .

It is clear that (Jj, hc),i = 1,2, determine two families of almost Hermitian structures on Z.

In the QK case the properties of the Almost hermitian geometry of (Ii,hc),i = 1,2 are

considered in [11, 4]. Below we follow [4] keeping in mind the presence of torsion.

We split the curvature of a QKT-connection into sp(n)-valued part R' and sp(l)-valued part

R" following the classical scheme (see e.g. [3, 25, 7])

Proposition 4.1 The curvature of a QKT manifold splits as follows

R(X, Y) = R'(X, Y) + ^(pi(X, Y)JX + P2(X, Y)J2 + P3(X, Y)J3),

[R'(X,Y),Ja] = 0, a = 1,2,3.

We denote by A* (resp. B(£)) the fundamental vector field (resp. the standard horizontal

vector field) on P(M) corresponding to A G sp(n) © sp(l) (resp. £ G R 4 n ) . Let £2,0 be the

curvature 2-form and the torsion 2-form for the QKT-connection on P{M), respectively ([29] ).

We shall denote the splitting of the sp(n) © sp(l)-valued curvature 2-form Cl on P(M),

corresponding to Proposition 4.1, by fi = £l' + fi", where fl' is a sp(n)-valued 2-form and fi" is
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a sp(l)-valued form. Explicitly, we have ft" = Cl'{I0 + f^'Jo + Cl'^K0, where £2£, a = 1,2,3, are

2-forms. If £, 77, £ 6 R 4 n , then the 2-forms fi^, a = 1,2,3, are given by

(4.20) ^(B(0,B(r,)) = ±pa(X,Y), X = u(0,Y = u(v).

Since T is 3-form of type (1,2)+(2,1), the torsion 2-form © has the properties

(4.21) < e

+ < eu(B(O,B(J0rj)),J0C

Let Fi(X, y, Z) = hc((DxIi)Y,Z),i = 1,2, where D is the covariant derivative of the Levi-

Civita connection of hc. We denote by K the curvature tensor of hc.

In the rest of the paper A, B, C,D£ m, £, » ) , ( , T € R4n.

The calculations made in [4] for the twistor space over QK manifold can be performed in our

case by taking into account the torsion and their properties. In this way, using (4.18), (4.19)

and (4.21), we obtain our technical tools, namely

Proposition 4.2 The next equalities hold at u € P(M):

= 0, Flt2(j*uA*,j*uB*,j*uB($) = 0,

(

(4.22) Fh2(j\uB(O,j*uA*,j*uB*) = 0,

(AJQ(B(0B()) +

iJAMB^Bi)) +

= -\< Q(B(S),B(Jor1)),C> - \ < 6(B(0,B(i?)), JbC

For the curvature tensor K we have

Proposition 4.3 The following equalities hold at any u € P(M):

K{j*uA*,j*uB*,j*uC*,3*uB{0) = 0,

(4.23) -^(AM[B(v),B(C)],B(m - j(A

K(jB(t)jB()jB(Oj*uB(T)) = <

11



(Q(B(OB())n(B()B(O)) +

+\ < G(B(O,B(O),e(B(v),B(r)) > -\ < e(B(O,B(V)),e(B(O,B(r))

- \ < B(Oe(B(r,),B(O),r > +\ < B(V)e(B(

where Clm denotes the m-component of ft.

5 Almost Hermitian geometry of (Z, hc,

Let (M, g, J) be a 2n-dimensional almost Hermitian manifold and let F(X, Y, Z) = g((V9
xJ)Y, Z),

where V5 is the covariant differentiation of the Levi-Civita connection on M. We recall the defini-

tion of some classes according to the Gray-Hervella classification [20] in terms of the notations we

use: (M, g, J) is Kahler if F = 0; Hermitian if H(X, Y, Z) = F(X, Y, Z) - F(JX, JY, Z) = 0;

semi-Kahler if trF = 0, quasi-Kahler if F(X, Y, Z) + F(JX, JY, Z) = 0; nearly Kahler if

F(X, y, Z) + F(Y, X, Z) = 0; almost Kahler if F{X, Y, Z) + F(Y, Z, X) + F(Z, X, Y) = 0; Gx

manifold if i/;(X, Y, Z) = F(X, Y, Z) + F(Y, X, Z) - F{JX, JY, Z) - F{JY, JX, Z) = 0.

Theorem 5.1 On a QKT mamnifold (M4n,g,(Ja) G Q) the (2,0)+(0,2)-parts of the Ricci

forms pa, pp with respect to J7 coincide.

Proof. We claim the following identities hold

(5.24) Pa(JpX,JpY)-pa(X,Y) = p^J0X,Y) + p7(X,JpY).

Indeed, consider the almost hermitian structure (hc,I\) on the twistor space Z. The almost

complex structure I\ is integrable [24]. Therefore (Z,hc,I\) is a Hermitian manifold. We

calculate taking into account (4.22) that

0 = ̂  (FiiJ^A^j^iOJ^in)) ^h

{A,n(B(0,B(J0r})) -

Them component On is given by 2nQm(B^),B(r))) = Pl(5(^,5(7?))I0+p3(B(t),B(r)))K0.

The last two equalities imply

Pl(B(JoO,B(V)) +P1(B(Z),B(JOT))) = p3(B(Jot),B(JQV)) ~ pz{B{O,B{n))

The proof is completed by puting J\ = IQ, JI = Jo, J% — KQ. Q.E.D.

We recall the notion of Swann bundle [44, 35, 37]. On a 4n dimensional QKT manifold M it

is defined by U(M) = P ~><sp(n)Sp(i) H*/{±}, where H* are the nonzero quaternions. It carries

a hypercomplex structure [44, 35, 37]. If M is of instanton type and the condition

(5.25) pa(JaX, Y) + Pa(J7X, JpY) = ±g(X, Y)
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holds then U(M) has a HKT structure with special homothety [37]. This generalize the Swann

result stating that if M is QK then U(M) carries HK structure [44]. Another construction of

HK structure on the Swann bundle over QKT is presented in [24] by the assumption that dT is

a (2,2)-form with respect to each Ja.

Theorem 5.2 Let (MAn,g,(Ja) G Q) be a QKT manifold with twistor space Z.

a) The almost complex structure I2 on Z is never integrable.

b) The space (Z, /&C) -£2) *'* 0 G\ manifold if and only if the Swann bundle admits HKT structure

with special homothety.

c) The spaces (Z,hc,Ii), i = 1,2 are semi-Kdhler manifold if and only if the QKT structure

is balance, t = 0.

d) If (Z,hc,l2) is quasiKdhler, almost Kdhler, nearly Kdhler or (Z,hc,Ii) is Kdhler then the

torsion is zero and M is a QK manifold.

Proof. The almost complex structure 1% is integrable if and only if H = 0. We obtain using

(4.22) that

c
.2 c2

+-(A,Q(B(Jot),B{ri))) + ^A

= 4

Hence, < AJo£, rj >= 0 which is impossible.

For b), (Z,hc,I2) is a Gi-manifold if and only if ip = 0. We get by (4.22) that the only

non-zero term of tp is

= 4

c2(A, Q(B(M),-B(r,))) + c2{A, Cl(B(£), B{Jon))) + c2(J0A, Sl(B(J0£), B(Jor})))

The last equality is equivalent to

(5.26) cVi(£(JoO,£fa))+^ft(£(0,5(Jb»j)) = -2<KoZ,ri>

Put J\ = Jo, J2 = Jo, Js = KQ in (5.26) we derive (5.25). Combining the already proved (5.25)

with (5.24) we get that pa is of type (1,1) with respect to Ja. Hence, the QKT structure is of

instanton type. The rest of b) follows by Theorem 6.1 and Remark 6.3 in [37].

We use (4.22) again to prove c). We have 0 = trFi{j*uA*) =-% E j ^ (A,Ct(B(ek), B{Joek)))

which is equivalent to X)fc=i Pai^ki Jp£k) = 0 by Proposition 3.1. Further, 0 = trFi{j*uB{£)) =

- £ £ & i < &{B{ek),B{JQek)U >= «(«(O).
The proof of d) is a direct consequence of the last equality in (4.22) and (4.21). Q.E.D.
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Remark 2. We may consider the twistor space of an Almost quaternionic manifold and

construct the almost complex structure I\ using horizontal spaces of a quaternionic connec-

tion with skew-symmetric torsion. It follows that 1% is integrable if and only if the torsion is

(l,2)+(2,l)-form ie it is a QKT manifold.

Examples. The twistor space (Z, hc, /,-), i = 1,2 of balance HKT structures on the nilpotent

Lie groups constructed in [12] is semi-Kahler for I2 and hermitian semi-Kahler (balance) for I\.

6 Geometry of HKT manifold and twistor construction

We recall some notations. The lee form 0 of a 2n-dimensional almost Hermitian manifold

(M, 5, J) with Kahler form $ = g(., J.) is denned by 0 = —<5<& o J. On a HKT manifold there

are three Lee forms corresponding to Ja, a = 1,2,3 which are equal. The common Lee form 0

is called the Lee form of the HKT structure. It turns out that the Lee form of a HKT manifold

is equal to the torsion 1-form, 0 = t [28, 26].

On a HKT manifold all the Ricci forms vanish and the exterior differential of the Lee form is

of type (1,1) with respect to each Ja [5, 28]. The latter property can be easily seen comparing the

curvatures of the Bismut and Chern connection taken with respect to any hermitian structure Ja

on the corresponding canonical bundle. They differ by d{Ja9), where Ja0(X) = — 0(JaX). The

curvature of the Chern connection is of type (1,1), the curvature of Bismut connection vanishes

and the (2,0)+(0,2)-parts of d9 and d(Ja0) coincide. Thus, Theorem 3.8 implies that on a HKT

manifold the Riemannian Ricci form p% is of type (1,1) with respect to the complex structure

Ja and therefore the *-Ricci tensors are symmetric. In fact, we derive more using the twistor

construction.

Proposition 6.1 Let (Z,hc,Ii,i = 1,2) be a twistor space of a 4n dimensional (n > 1) HKT

manifold (M,g, (Ja)) and X = u($),Y = u(rj) € Tn^M. The Ricci tensor p and the *-Ricci

tensor p\ for (Z, hc, /j), i = 1,2 are given by

Ric(j*uA*,j*uB*) = p^(j*uA*,j,uB*) = ^hc(j*uA*,j*uB*), i = 1,2;

Ric(j*uB(O,j*uA*) = ph^(j*uB{O,j*uA*) = 0, i = 1,2;

Ric{j,uB{i),uuB{ri)) = Ric(X,Y)

pl};(j*uB(O,j*uB{r,))=p*Q(X,Y), t = l,2, a = l , 2 , 3 .

In particular, the *-Ricci tensors on a HKT manifold are all equal and symmetric.

If the HKT space is Einstein (resp. *-Einstein with respect to some Ja) with positive scalar

curvature Seal9 (resp. Scalq) then there exists an Einstein hermitian structure {Z,hc,I\),<? =

(resp. *-Einstein almost hermitian structure (Z,hc,l2),c2 =

Proof. Put Jo = Ja at p = TT(H). Take the trace into (4.23) and compare the result with (3.13),

(3.12) to get the formulas in the theorem. Further, the left hand side of all formulas in the
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proposition are independent on the particular choice of JQ. Hence, the *-Rici tensors are equal

and symmetric. The formula for the constant c2 is a consequence of the fact that the *-Einstein

curvature is exactly equal to the quaternionic curvature by Proposition 3.4. Q.E.D.
Remark 3. In view of the above result, the *-Einstein condition on a HKT manifold does

not imposses restrictions on the (2,0)+(0,2)-part of the *-Ricci tensor.

The next theorem is our main result concerning HKT geometry

Theorem 6.2 On a 4n-dimensional (n > 1) HKT manifold the Lee form is coclosed, 0 = 0.

a) Seal9 — SCCLIQ > 0 with the equality if and only if the HKT structure is balance;

b) Seal9 — 2Scaln > 0 with the equality if and only if the HKT structure is hyperKahler;

In particular, any HKT structure with flat metric is hyperKahler.

Proof. We shall prove first the following

Lemma 6.3 On any 4n-dimensional (n > 1) HKT manifold the next equality holds

An

(6.27) *£(VeiT)(X,Y,Jaei)=0, a = 1,2,3.

Proof of the Lemma. We use the twistor construction. We compute the *-Ricci tensor of

(Z,hc,Ii) in two ways and compare the results to get the assertion. On one hand, we have

already done it in the proof of Proposition 6.1, namely p^(j*u(j*uB(C),j*uB(i])) = p&(X, JaY),

where p%(X, JaY) is given by (3.12). On the other hand, using (4.23), we derive

(6.28) ph
I
c
1U

-Ric(X,Y) - ^f>(T(X,e i),T(JQy, J ^ ) + (Vx0)Y - ^6(JaT(X, JaY)).

On a HKT manifold dT is (2,2)-form with respect to each complex structure Ja and therefore

all terms in the second line in (4.23) are equal (see [26]). Thus, (4.23) gives

1 4n
(6.29) Ric(X, Y) = (VX6)Y + - £ dT(X, JaY, ei: Jae-).

%=\
Substituting (6.29) into (6.28), we obtain

(6-30) pf^
•t An n An -,

E dT(X J y J ) £(T{X ) WY J)J 7 •£:9(T{X, *i)i WaY, Jae{) - -6(JaT(X, JaY).
*=i • *=i,

Take the trace in (3.6) keeping in mind Proposition 3.1 and (2.3), substitute the result into

(6.30) and compare the obtained equality with p%{X, JaY) given by (3.12) to get the proof of

the Lemma.

Further, the trace in (6.27) leads to 0 = E!=i(Ve^)ej = £!=i(V§(.0)ei = -86 since T is

totally-skew symmetric. The rest of the theorem follows by Proposition 3.5 as in the proof of

Theorem 3.6. Q.E.D.
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Remark 4. As a consequence of (6.29) we get that on a 4n dimensional (n > 2) HKT

manifold the Ricci tensor is symmetric if and only if dv9(X, Y) = 0. In particular, on a balance

4n dimensional (n > 2) HKT manifold the Ricci tensor is Ja-invariant and symmetric. Therefore,

the torsion 3-form is coclosed, 8T = 0. We note that this is true in more general situation on

any balance Hermitian manifold which Bismut connection has holonomy contained in the special

unitary group SU [28].

As an application, we are able to improve the Gauduchon plurigenera theorem for HKT

manifold (see [17, 5, 28]). Recall that for TO > 0 the m — th plurigenus of a compact complex

manifold (M, J) is defined by pm{J) = dimH°(M, 0{Km)).

Theorem 6.4 Let (M, g, (Ja)) be a compact J^n-dimensional (n > 1) HKT manifold. Then
a) Pm(Ja) =0 if and only if the HKT structure is not balance, 9 ^ 0;

b) Pm(Ja) = 1 if and only if the HKT structure is balance, 6 = 0
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